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What is the idea of Sustainability? 

Human activity that “meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to 
meet their own needs” (World Commission on Environment 
and Development (1987, p.8). Our Common Future. Oxford 
University Press) 



Multidimensionality of sustainability 



Youth movements should be a major target for developing 
environmental-citizenship in youth through environmental 
education for Sustainability (EEfS)  

Israel faces substantial environmental-social challenges 

Education is a key factor toward promoting the capacity of the 
Israeli society to embrace sustainability 

Youth-movements (non-formal educational framework) play a 
significant role as organizations that educate youth for social, 
political and community involvement and responsibility 

Rationale for the Study 

The challenge is:  

How to integrate EEfS in YM agenda and activities?    



Personal and social values are emphasized by all the youth 
movements 

Incorporating sustainability within youth movement agenda 
and activities should be adapted to the social-cultural 
characteristics of each movement 

In view of the cultural diversity among the movements, 
diverse perceptions of sustainability are to be expected 

This study explored how youth movement leaders perceive the 
concept of sustainability 

This is part of a larger study, supported by the Ministry of 
Environmental Protection, aimed toward incorporating 

EEfS within youth movements 

Rationale for the Study (cont.) 



Methodology 

Leaders (secretary-general or chief educator) of the 14 
official movements 

Participants 

Youth movement leaders are social leaders who influence 
the agenda of their movement and the way this is enacted. 
Therefore, it is pertinent to explore their understandings of 
sustainability as a value that influences how people choose 
to live their lives 
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  The Youth Movements 



In-depth, semi-constructed interviews were conducted (2009 – 10)  

Research tool 

The interview topics: 

  Characteristics of the youth movement 

  Personal worldview of sustainability 

  The place of the ‘environment’ in the youth movement vision 

  Environmental activities conducted in the youth movement 

  Obstacles to integrating sustainability in  the youth movement 
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Interpretative content analysis 
 Creation of categories 
 Categories that emerged were organized into themes  

Data analysis 

For validity, analyses were conducted independently 
by each of the three researchers. The outcomes were 
then compared and discrepancies were discussed 
until agreement was reached regarding the categories. 



Findings and Discussion 

 Anchors related to Judaism 
 
 Anchors related to the pedagogy ‘Sense-of-place’ 
 
 Anchors related to social dimension of sustainability 
  

Three themes were elicited that can provide anchors for 
incorporating the ideas of sustainability: 



In the religious and ultra-orthodox youth movements, Jewish 
literary sources (Bible, Mishna), tradition, values and 
Mitzvahs provide the platform for bringing sustainability into 
the discourse and activities.  

Anchors related to Judaism 

“Do not destroy”(Bal Tashchit)  

“To work and preserve” (l’ovda v’leshomra)  

“Do not destroy, the world belongs to God - and 
our obligation to preserve it guides us”.  

Some interviewees identified Mitzvahs committed to nature: 



In the religious and ultra-orthodox youth movements, Jewish 
literary sources (Bible, Mishna), tradition, values and 
Mitzvahs provide the platform for bringing sustainability into 
the discourse and activities.  
 

“Do not destroy”(Bal Tashchit)  

“to work and preserve” (l’ovda v’leshomra)  

These mitzvahs are the basis for  

responsible environmental behavior 

“ My point of departure is spiritual which the natural 
world is part of; it is  God’s creation, and I am 
obligated to this creation, I should be in harmony 
with this creation, I have to learn from this 
creation to build my own values”.  

Some interviewees identified Mitzvahs committed to nature: 



The Mitzvahs of Shabbat and Passover that cleanliness is an 
integral part of, are used in Orthodox movements a basis for 
keeping the environment clean 

"Usually, the month of Nisan- the month of 
Passover- is a month of cleaning. This 
provides a platform for group activities”. 

Cleanliness, as an integral component of Jewish responsibilities, 
should be specifically emphasized as a sustainability value, thus 

linking between Jewish and environmental values. 



Modesty, is one of the virtues of Judaism that is seen as 
an educational focus by one of the movements 

“Modesty as a way of life-saving simplicity 
and humility in the dress and behavior”. 

Modesty has meaning in the sustainability approach in 
contrast to consumerism that characterizes Western society 

The ecological footprint of the ultra orthodox is about a half 
of the average footprint of Israeli citizens. 

Lowering the footprint is an anchor for sustainability 



Mitzvahs between man and man were some examples of 
Jewish-related anchors for meaningful incorporation of 

sustainability within religious movements 
 

“Love your neighbor as yourself” 
(Vahavta lereacha kamoch) 

“The most important thing is the morality,  
goodhearted  value,  grace, nonviolence  
assisting the other”. 

 The Mitzvahs between man and man are the moral values 
and the expression of values related to the social dimension 
of the sustainability concept. 

It can be also a social anchor 



Charity is viewed as the moral justification to engage in 
recycling,  as expressed in the following sentence: 

“Bottle deposits go to funding charity activities 
for the poor. Charity provides a value and 
means for engaging in recycling. Environmental 
quality is a value, and charity is a higher value. 
Through this, support of recycling is perceived 
as a value”. 

Charity as expressed in recycling is another anchor for 
educating and embedding sustainability in the 

 ultra-orthodox movements  



‘Sense-of-place’ relates to the ensemble of meanings through 
which people identify with specific places.  

 Anchors related to the pedagogy 
‘Sense-of-place’  
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Addressing local environmental issues is one of the ways 
to integrate ”place-based” education.    

‘Sense-of-place’ is evident in all the youth-movements, 
the specific interpretation and way it is expressed varies 
among movements.  

“We need to connect them to their 
communities. For example, if we live in 
Hadera it is important that environmental 
activity should focus on air pollution because 
this is an actual issue for the community  on 
a daily basis”.   
  

Power station 



Perception of rural life-styles as a central component of personal and 
community identity characterizes certain movements:    

“Part of rural life-styles that we strive for is quality of life that derives 
from the community and the environment - nature or green 
surroundings. Education for rural life-styles should be the focus”.   



Sense-of-place in youth movements of peripheral settlements is reflected 
via the connection to the local community, and the desire to leading 
change in community is perceived as an environmental goal. 

“We should educate for environment responsibility, not only in terms 
of environmental protection, but also in social terms of the 
responsibility to the community we live in and are part of”. 

Community cohesion and access to nature, where we live (‘sense-of-
place’), provides the anchor for  sustainability in the agricultural 

movements 



“They uncovered an ancient aqueduct near 
Tel Hadid. This active work at the site 
produces a connection between man and his 
environment”. 

Fieldtrips and camps  are  a central activity in youth movements 
and can play a major role in creating a ‘sense of place ' at  both 
a local and national level: 
 

 
“Through trips we educate to love the land 
of Israel”. 
 

Promoting educational activities in the area of the 
trips and camps intensifies sense-of-place: 

Tel Hadid 



Using the notion ‘sense-of-place’ as an anchor for 
including sustainability should relate to the diversity 

in perception of this concept by the different 
movements   



Social dimension of sustainability  

Sustainability is a worldview that acknowledges 
the inherent connection between ecological and 
human-related processes that determine how 
people exploit their natural environment. 

“To create a better society, more democratic, with more equity 
–this should be the focus of environmental education". 

“The problem isn’t the environment- it’s the way people relate 
to themselves, to society and the world. It’s reflected in 
materialistic values, how much money we make and inability for 
forward thinking- we don’t care if we throw away things or 
deplete the world". 



Interviewees exemplified the educational challenges to 
bridging these gaps: 

“The major value we work on is Social equity, 
recognizing that all human beings are different 
from each other but are equal. We want to 
educate to accept this social diversity”. 

This approach parallels between ecological biodiversity and 
cultural diversity of human societies. Biodiversity is one of 

the conditions for ecosystem resilience, and cultural 
diversity should be a resource for addressing long-term 

environmental-social challenges.  
  



An educational approach to dealing with this issue: 

The movement's leaders are aware of the environmental 

implications of consumerism and emphasize that they conduct  
the movement  in a modesty approach and save resources. 

“Youth movements action is a modest culture… Culture 

of self creation…We do not invite a singer, the 
members of the youth movement make the 
performance.  In contrast and as rebellion to the 
consumerism culture”. 

It’s not necessary use the word consumerism… we 
should teach the difference between desire and 
necessity…”.   

Understanding consumerism and it’s reduction is an important 
anchor for educating for sustainability 



Meaningful incorporation of the principles of sustainability within 

youth-movements should take into consideration the diverse 
approaches through which the three aspects are expressed in 
the ideology, aims and values that underlie the vision and 
activities of each movement.  

Implications 

“We want to educate a youngster that understands 
his/her place in the world, how all the webs are inter-
connected, how he/she can preserve the 
environment.. and to relate this to our deeper identity 
as Jews, Israelis, youth… Our aim is to educate them 
for environmental thinking based on a deep 
understanding, without telling them what to do”.  

This is nicely expressed in the following citation which  uses 

sustainability as  a mindset as the basis of an educational vision: 




